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By Nandini Krishnan

Random House Publishers (India) Pvt. Ltd., Noida, India, 2013. Soft cover. Condition: New. If you
are an Indian woman and old enough to legally bear children, chances are that an overweight
relative has asked you, while fondly stroking their pot belly, When am I going to eat at your
wedding? The modern Indian womans attitude to marriage and especially to arranged marriage is
a confused one. As traditional matchmaking methods and Internet chat rooms come together to
build matrimonial websites, our parameters have changed, but the time honoured practice of
arranged marriage sticks. Hitched explores in depth the considerations matrimony should involve
and the issues that can crop up at different stages of an arranged marriage. A cross section of
women those who married young, married late, married the first man their parents parked before
them or married out of caste in an arranged setup open up about experiences ranging from the
frightening to the hilarious. Page Extent: 272.
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This created pdf is fantastic. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably
straightforward way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Amanda Hand Jr.-- Amanda Hand Jr.

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti
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